Confident Qatar ready to take on UAE in quarters

Arch- rivals set for last-8 clash at Al Bayt Stadium

By Zainab Al Hamad

Qatar, the current Asian champions, are among the favorites to win the 2021 FIFA Arab Cup, especially after their superb displays in the group stage. The team has made it to the quarter-finals for the first time at the Education City Stadium in Doha, after a hard-fought battle.

The Eagles, however, are not playing under pressure, as they are the underdogs against a strong UAE side. The UAE have been playing well in the competition, but they have not been able to get past the quarter-finals in the past.

Qatar coach Felix Sanchez has said that his team is well-prepared for the encounter and is looking forward to the match. "We are ready for the match. We have studied the UAE very well and know what we need to do." Sanchez added. "We will play with confidence and attack the UAE's defense." 

Qatar's Homam Ahmed said that his team is looking forward to the match. "We are ready for the match. We have studied the UAE very well and know what we need to do. We will play with confidence and attack the UAE's defense." 

The UAE, on the other hand, have been playing well in the competition, but they have not been able to get past the quarter-finals in the past. The UAE coach, however, has said that his team is ready for the match. "We are ready for the match. We have studied Qatar very well and know what we need to do. We will play with confidence and attack Qatar's defense." 

The match is set to take place at the Al Bayt Stadium in Doha on Thursday, with both teams looking forward to a win. The match is expected to be a hard-fought battle, with both teams playing to reach the semi-finals.

Focus

Oman brace for strong Tunisia

By Faris Al-Araimi

Oman, who have reached the quarter-finals of the FIFA Arab Cup, have a tough challenge in front of them with their next opponent strong. Oman coach Colombo is hopeful of a good show against a strong Tunisia side in the quarter-finals at the Education City Stadium today.

The Eagles of Carthage, ranked 26th in the world, will be facing Oman, ranked 51, in the quarter-finals. Oman coach Colombo is hopeful of a good show against Tunisia.

"We are ready for the match. We have studied Tunisia very well and know what we need to do. We will play with confidence and attack Tunisia's defense." Colombo added.

Qatar's Akram Afif (left) and Mohammed bin Mansour (right) during a training session.

Qatar's Akram Afif (left) and Mohammed bin Mansour were the standout players during a training session.
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Trott's Head slammed by rampaging Warner as Australia grab bane's Gabba ground would also the return crease. Warner with the fourth delivery Test, an ICC spokesperson said. Available again from the next technology was introduced. Burns in the first over after the first two sessions. seam attack. That led to suggestions that to help check no-balls was not technology that TV umpires use. Stokes, who was late to join him, also made a swashbuckling knock. He was ruled no ball. But the 27-year-old Head came to the crease with particularly harsh on spinners ahead. But the 27-year-old Head came to the crease with hopes of a miracle recovery. On W ednesday. At the close of play Australia's Travis Head in action on the second day of the first Ashes Test at the Gabba, Brisbane, Australia, yesterday. Australia 189-3 after Steve Smith of salvaging anything from the hopes of a miracle recovery. come back after tea when Ollie... Top News

Kohli’s ODI ‘sacking’ inevitable, say media

T20 side who were eliminated after a dismal T20 World Cup, as one of the favourites to the ODI captaincy – a plan India went to the T20 World Cup as one of the favourites to the ODI captaincy – a plan...
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Przygonski fastest as Al-Attiyah closes in on World Cup title

Polish Goczal brothers in T4 tussle. Saudi's Saleh Al-Saif takes T3 section

Maurizio named new French Open director

Lewis Hamilton during the press conference yesterday, prior to the Abu Dhabi Grand Prix in the Yas Marina Circuit in the UAE.

Sport at the Service of Humanity and Save the Dream launch GDC

From left to right: Sport for Humanity Foundation Chairman David Eades, Undersecretary at the Pontifical Council for Culture, Peace and Sport, Harald Cotte, Executive Director, and representatives from the Office for Social and Human Sciences, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), Geneva and Robert Loughhead, Director General, Save the Dream, at the launch of the Global Diversity and Community (GDC) initiative in Rome last week. GDC is conceived, in part, to take the inter-faith, to become named director.
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Crazy Max? F1 drivers are all a bit crazy, closes says Hamilton

Bayern drivers are all a bit crazy, closes says Hamilton

“Importantly, the GDC’s interventions are aimed to include a higher number of faith traditions in local communities, with the purpose of promoting trust, understanding and cooperation among different cultures and faiths in local contexts,” said David Eades, Chairman of the Sport for Humanity Foundation.

The launch took place through a virtual GDC: think tank meeting, bringing together experts from a range of institutions, including the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), Save the Dream, the European Commission, and the Pontifical Council for Culture, Peace and Sport, to leverage the power of faith and sport to support humans, diversity and inclusion. The event was streamed live to a select group of supporters and partners of the initiative.

The launch of the GDC took place with the official launch of the first ever football tournament in the world and its corresponding prize money. Each year, from June 2020 onwards, a special football tournament will be held in commemoration of the centenary of the World Cup. The tournament will be played by teams from countries participating in the World Cup, with the purpose of promoting trust, understanding and cooperation among different cultures and faiths in local contexts.

From left to right: Sport for Humanity Foundation Chairman David Eades, Undersecretary at the Pontifical Council for Culture, Peace and Sport, Harald Cotte, Executive Director, and representatives from the Office for Social and Human Sciences, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), Geneva and Robert Loughhead, Director General, Save the Dream, at the launch of the Global Diversity and Community (GDC) initiative in Rome last week. GDC is conceived, in part, to take the inter-faith, to become named director.
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Fans from across the globe enjoy everything Qatar has to offer

44 football fans from 28 countries take part in four-day trip organised by Qatar Fan Leader Network

FANS from across the globe are enjoying every moment of the World Cup in Qatar.

The FIFA Arab Cup, which kicked off on November 30 and will run until December 18, has seen fans from 28 countries enjoy Qatar’s tourism and hospitality, as they tour the country’s top football destinations.

In addition, more than 1,267 fans have been interviewed for the visa experience in 2022. There are currently 410 Fan Leader groups in 30 countries, which includes fans from many different regions, cultures and backgrounds.

“FIFA Arab Cup was the first of its kind and it is being to host matches during Qatar’s World Cup,” added Al-Amin, the author’s conversational

**NOOR AL HAWA LANDS AL SAFIYYA**

Waleed Al-Babtain, a 62-year-old football fan from Saudi Arabia, said: “I was blown away by what I saw. Qatar is one of the safest countries in the world. It maintains its traditions and culture and is one of the safest countries in the world.

Abdul Majeed, a university student from Bahrain, said: “It was a golden opportunity to introduce our country to fans from across the globe and give them a glimpse of what to expect at next year’s World Cup.”

The SC is collaborating with supporters to prepare for more projects, which will enhance the fan experience in the tournament’s foundation.

40 – Total goals scored in the group stage. Morocco were the highest scorers of the eight teams still competing.

2 –那就是阿曼

13 – With 70 minutes on the pitch and 13 shots, Al-Amin claimed a hat-trick exactly one year after his first international goal for the U23 side. The SC has now won all five of its matches, with the host nation having already secured a place in the last 16 of the tournament, which kicks off on December 18.

0 – Morocco’s victory in their opening match against Tunisia was Qatar’s first in the World Cup, as the host nation has never won a match in the tournament before.

1 – Qatar’s victory over Tunisia was their first in the World Cup, as the host nation has never won a match in the tournament before.

12 – The SC has already secured a place in the last 16 of the tournament, which kicks off on December 18.

26 – That Oman

3 – Three goals as in many matches have allowed the teams to maintain their form in the tournament.

100 – Qatar and Morocco were the only teams to score more than 10 goals in the group stage. The hosts have scored 13 goals, while Morocco have scored 12.

7 – In addition, more than 400 fans have been interviewed for the visa experience in 2022. There are currently 410 Fan Leader groups in 30 countries, which includes fans from many different regions, cultures and backgrounds.

9 – Fans from across the globe enjoy everything Qatar has to offer

Spots

Abdul Nasser, a university student from the UK, said: “The Fan Cup was full of excitement and it was great to meet fans from across the region. The atmosphere and the experience I look forward to more tournaments in Qatar.”

As well as visiting football hotspots such as King Fahd and the National Museum of Qatar, the delegation was also treated to a desert safari, which included a stop at the World Cup trophy.

Sheikh Joaan meets French sports ambassador Fischer

Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad al-Thani meets French Football Federation ambassador Pascale Vincent. It’s his first visit to Qatar since taking up his role as Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad al-Thani, President of Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC) and Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad al-Thani, President of the Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy, visited 20 countries across the globe to discuss the FIF A World Cup preparations, visit Khalifa International Stadium and have a chance to have their photos taken with the FIFA Arab Cup trophy.

The SC is collaborating with supporters to prepare for more projects, which will enhance the fan experience in the tournament’s foundation.